1. Introduction. Throughout p will denote an odd prime. Let a1; ...,an + 1 be relatively prime to p and let Zv denote the cyclic group with generator t and relation tp= 1. If #=exp (2tt\/(-l)/p),[then we can define a free smooth action of Zp on the sphere S2n+1 by tk(zu..., zn + 1) = (öfc«iz1,..., 6k««+izn + i), where (zu..., zn + 1) is a complex «+1 tuple representing a point of S2n+1. The orbit space of this action is called a (generalized) lens space and is denoted by L2n + 1. It is a compact, connected, orientable manifold of dimension 2« + 1 and the quotient map 77 : S2n+1 -+L2n+1 is a p-fo\d covering. If all the qk are equal then L2n+1 is known as a standard lens space.
Suppose zf is a stable vector bundle over a finite CW complex X. Then £ may be interpreted as the homotopy class of a map X -> BO, where BO is the classifying space for the infinite orthogonal group, and the geometric dimension of £ is the least nonnegative integer k such that the following lifting problem may be solved : Therefore Theorem C solves the immersion problem for lens spaces with no twisting (i.e., all the qk equal) if the prime p is sufficiently large.
Recently there have been published papers on the immersion problem for standard lens spaces. In particular see [2] , [3] , [4] , and [7] . In [4] the case p=3 is treated and in [3] the following is proved: if p = 5 and n = apk+ßp1, where a, ß, k, 1 must satisfy certain restrictions, then L2n+1 does not immerse in #2*+211/21+i_ -phis result does not overlap with Theorem C.
Uchida's result [7] This lemma could be proved by using the cell decomposition given in [5] . For the next lemma let Kn>n_, be the Stiefel manifold of n-q frames in «-space. Denote by « (resp. q) the greatest (resp. least) odd integer á « (resp. = a) and denote by S the product S2i+1 x S2i+5x ■ -■ x S2tl~3, where we must include the factor S""1 if « is even and the factor Sq if a is even. If ñ=q replace S24+1 x ■ ■ • x S2ñ "3 by a point. Putting «j equal to the least dimension of all the spheres in S we have : Lemma (2.2). (i) For all i, ■n-i(Fn-n_a) and ^¡(S) are isomorphic modulo finite groups;
(ii) ifn1>2, then the p-primary part ofirt(Vn¡n^¿) is zero for i<n1 + 2p -3.
3. Proof of Theorem C. Let v.L2n+1->BO be the stable normal bundle of F2n+1. Because tt: S2n+1 ->L2n+1 is a/?-fold Covering we see that n*(v)=0. Therefore Theorem A applies and g. dim v = 2[«/2] +1. By a well-known theorem of Hirsch (see [1] ) this proves (i).
According to [5] the total Pontrjagin class of the tangent bundle r of L2n+1 is given by
where x is as in (2.1). If all the qk=q we get P(t) = (1 +q2x2)n+1. Since there is no 2-torsion in H*(L2n+1;Z) this implies that «»)-2(-1)ii"+%2i^2i. because H2m(V;Z)^Z is generated by v, r(v) = k0^0, and 2k0=0. Since xnm e H2m(B' ; Z) generates coker p* in dimension 2m we see that i*(xzm) = ± 2v. If need be we change the sign of v so that (5.3) i*(x2m) = 2v.
This will not change the Postnikov resolution since k0= -k0. Now consider the higher Postnikov invariants :
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where ^ = ^(7). Let/be the composite F2m_i->->Ei. Now from (2.2) it follows that (5.5) (i) 7r¡ has no "/>-part" for f<4m + 3;
(ii) 7T( is finite for 2m<i<4m-1 and 4«j -1 </<4«j + 3;
(iii) 7r4m_! and nim+3 are isomorphic to Z modulo finite groups. Recall that p: Trim-x -> Zp is modp reduction. Then define k" to be p*(k2m.-¡).
In the remainder of this section, unless stated otherwise, all cohomology groups will have Zp coefficients.
Lemma (5.6). There is a unique class k e Him(Ex) such thatf*(k)=k". Moreover qr(k)=0.
Proof. From (5.4) we see that / is a composition of fibrations whose fibers are Eilenberg-MacLane spaces F(7rr, r), 2m+l=r-4m-2.
By (5.5) it follows that the mod/) cohomology of these fibers is trivial and therefore/*: Ff*(F1)^F^*(F2m_1) by some Serre exact sequences. Finally a*(A:)=a*m_1(/c")=P*<7*m-i(^2m-i)=0.
Q.E.D. therefore fj*(k2m_j) = 0 if, and only if, t¡*(/<")=0. Now/* is an isomorphism for Zp coefficients and so ij*(k")=0 if, and only if, r¡*(k)=0. This shows that if £ lifts past E2m-i then such a map 77 exists. Conversely, given -n we can lift it to £2m-i and proceed as above. Q.E.D.
The situation now is shown in the preceding equation (5.8).
Define a cohomology operation Ô by d =j*(k) e Him(Z, 2m ; Zp). pi : Ei -+ B is a principal fibration and therefore there is an action of the fiber 7v(Z, 2m) on the total space Ex, ¡xi : K(Z, 2m) x Ex -> 7^ (see [6] ). This induces an action on the homotopy level ft¿: Proof. Let Si : K(Z, 2m) -»■ K(Z, 2m) x Ex and s2 : Ei -*■ K(Z, 2m) x Ey be the canonical inclusions with respect to chosen base points. Then ^ ° sx ~j and Pi ° j2~ l£l (see [6] ). By the Künneth formula p*(k) must contain 1 <g) k+12 ® 1. Because of (5.1) it follows that H'(Z, 2m ;ZP)=0 for 2m<i< 4m and 774m(Z, 2/w ; Zp) Zj, generated by i2. Thus, there is at most one more term in p*(k) and that is a cross term 1 <g> x. Finally em=(u ■ e1)*(k)=d\u x ¿ov?(*) where t0 is the relative transgression and 1 is the composite Fj 2i> B<=(B, B'). The next lemma is technical and will be needed later.
Lemma (6.1). In dimensions =4m + 3, H*(B, B') is a free H*(B) module on one generator 8(x2m) e H2m + 1(B, B'), where 8 is the coboundary for the pair (B, B').
We have proved that 6 = ai2, where a^0(modp). Let a' be such that aa! = 1 (mod p). Then multiplication by a' in Zp induces a homotopy equivalence of K(ZP, 4m) with itself. It is clear that as far as the obstructions to lifting £ are concerned we may replace k by a'*(k) as the Postnikov invariant, i.e., without loss of generality we may assume 6=i2. According to (7.1) and (7.5) there exists uniquely k! e Him(K(Zp, 2m) x B) such that (7.7) h*(k') = 0 and j*g*(k') = i2, namely k'=l ®b+tx <8>F + i2 ® 1, where A'=-2y and A=-(4-)Fm+y2. Thus g*(k') satisfies q*(g*(k')) = 0 andj*(g*(k')) = t2. Both of these conditions are satisfied by k and we would like to show that g*(k')=k. Let Vt be the fiber of a^F'^Fj. Then we have the fibrations Ki + 1->-K¡ü^. where ru r are the respective transgressions. Since h*(k')=0 the Serre exact sequence of A says that there is v' e Him " *(F) such that k' = t'(v'). Thus g*(&') = Txj'*(v'). Since a*(A:)=0 we see that k is in the image of tj and therefore if we could show that/*: /f'4m-1(F)^//'4m-1(K1) it would follow that k is in the image of g*. To do this we need only show that g*(k')^0. After a straightforward calculation based on (7.4) we get (7.10) v*g*(k') = t®X2m + '2® IBecause k! is the only class satisfying (7.7) we conclude k=g*(k').
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«*(ij ® l)=a*g*(ti ® l) = -2X2m+/?*(v) by (7.5) . Since a* is an isomorphism in dimension 2m it follows that (7.12) g*(h ® 1) = **+/>*( v).
Finally ff(*) = £i*S*(*') = i?z?*0 ® ¿+'i ® ¿>' + <2 ® 1) = f*(6) + íiV('i ® l)f*(é')+íff*(h ® I)2 = í*(e)+f*(v)zf*(í)') + íf*(v)2 = zf*(¿>+>>*>'+ v2) = f*(-iPJ = cPm(i).
A final remark. Since (7CO)~(S2n + 1)=0 if «^0 (mod 4) and Z2 otherwise and since it can be shown that (7vO)~(L2n+1) has order twice a power of p if « = 0 (mod 4) it follows that the restriction £ e ker 7r* in Theorems A and B is not so restrictive.
